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Citations in this bibliography were selected from the Educational Resources Information Center
(ERIC) indexes Resources in Education and the Current Index to Journals in Education, and werefound using the descriptor Censorship.

Cutright, M. Censorship--The debate over students' right to read. PTA Today, October 1982,
8(1), 12-15. (EJ 270 463)

Censorship in school libraries and classroom reading materials is discussed, views of
influential groups and individuals on the reasonF for censorship are outlined, and
suggestions for preventing censorship battles in schools are given.

Doyle, R. P. Censorship and the challenge to intellectual freedom. Principal, January 1982,
61(3), 8-11. (Available UMI: EJ 257 876)

Describes increasing attempts to censor school libraries, how teachers' groups and the
courts have reacted to this censorship, and what schools can do.

DrexerLibrary Quarterly, Winter 1'982, 1-8(1), 4-10g. (Available UMI: EJ 268 584-EJ 268 590)
A theme issue on censorship, including the following articles: "You Shall Know the
Truth': The New Christian Right and Censorship," "The Moral Majority and Popular
Political Issues," "Self-Censorship by Librarians: An Analysis of Checklist-Based
Research," "Toward an Intellectual Freedom Theory for Users of Libraries,"
"Textbook Censorship and Intolerance in the Classroom," "International Aspects of
Intellectual Freedom," and "Censorship and Intellectual Freedom: A Bibliography,
1970-1981."

Hunter, D. Accessibility to media in the school library. Catholic Library World, February 1982,
53(7), 288-289. (Available UMI: EJ 261 854)

Argues that students should have the same guarantees to freedom as adults in having
access to media. A checklist for survival against censorship is included, as well as
guidelines for writing a materials selection policy.

Kamhi, M. M. Book and materials selection for school libraries and classrooms: Procedures,
challenges, and responses. Chicago, IL: American Library Association; Alexandria, VA:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development; New York: Scherman Foundation,
1981. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 210 772; MF-$.97/PC-$7.40)

This full report of a nationwide- survey provides data on the range of procedures and
policies currently followed in sel!cting textbooks and other instructional materials,
the extent to which these materials have been challenged, and the resolution of such
challenges.

ERIC' Clearinghouse on Information Resources, Syracuse University
Scboo! of Education, Syracuse, N.Y. 13210, PIS) 423-3640



Kamhi, M. M. Censorship vs. selectionChoosing books for schools. American Education,
March 1982, 18(2), 11-16. (Available UMI: EJ 262 771)

A survey designed to investigate how challenges to school library materials relate to
the overall selection process found that the number of challenges increased steadily
with increasing grade level, local challenges were more restrictive than state
challenges,.and active challenges affect administrators' selection, making them more
conservative in their choices.

Kamhi, M. M. Limiting what students shall read. Books and other learning materials in our
public schools: . How they are selected and how they are removed. Chicago, IL: American
Library Association; Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development;
Washington, DC: Association of American Publishers, 1981. (ERIC Document Reproduction
Service No. ED 210 771; MF497/PC-$3.90)

Censorship of books and learning materials is a growing trend nationwide, according
to responses from a 1980 survey of ,1,891 public elementary and secondary school
administrators and library personnel from across the country and of state
administrators overseeing evaluation and adoption of textbooks in 21 states. A
summary and interpretation of the survey findings, which includes recommendations.

Kemerer, F. R., & Hirsch, S. A. School library censorship comes before the Suprreme Court. Phi
Delta Kappan, March 1982, 63(7), 444-448. (Available UMI: EJ 259 458)

Censorship pressure has increased dramatically since 1980. Challenges to complaints
about books in public libraries have resulted in widely divergent court decisions. The
Supreme Count's ,agreement to. review. "Pico vs., island Trees, Union..Free. School
District" could have a profound impact on the governance of public schools.

Kimmelman, P. School public library censorship and the First Amendment, 1982. (ERIC
Document Reproduction Service No. ED 216 448; MF-$.97/PC-$3.90)

Censorship has become a significant problem for public school libraries and has been
addressed in several court cases. From a review of the major earlier cases it would
appear that the most equitable and efficient approach to the book removal
controversy involves balancing the student's right to receive information with the
school board's right to select curricular materials free from judicial intervention.

Nelson, ID. DatelineWashington. Wilson Library Bulletin, September 1982, 57(1), 48-49.
(Available UMI: EJ 270 040)

Discusses events in a legal dispute sparked by an order of the Board of Education in
the Island Trees School District (NY) to remove certain books from high school and
junior high school libraries. Opinions of Justices of the Supreme Court are noted.
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